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Abstract: Wightman functions for interacting quantum fields on curved space times are cal-
culated via the perturbation theory of the Yang-Feldman equations, where the incoming field is
a free field in a quasifree representation. We show that these Wightman functions that are ob-
tained as a sum over extended Feynman graphs fulfill the basic axioms of hermiticity, invariance,
spectrality (on stationary spacetimes), perturbative positivity and locality (the latter property
is shown up to second order in the loop expansion). In the case of non-stationary spacetimes, the
outgoing field in general is in a non-quasifree representation of the CCR. This makes it necessary
to develop a method to calculate the unitary transformation between a non quasifree representa-
tion and a quasifree one. This is carried out using ⋆-calculus on the dual of the Borchers algebra
with a combinatorial co-product. Given that preferred quasifree representations for early and
late times exist, we thus obtain a complete scattering description using three S-matrices: The
first is determined by vacuum expectation values between incoming and outgoing fields. The
second is a unitary transformation between the non-quasifree representation for the ”out”-fields
and the quasifree representation for the ”in”-field. The last one is the Bogoliubov transformation
between the preferred representation at early times (i.e. the ”in”-field representation) and the
preferred representation at late times.
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tion theory, non-quasifree CCR representations
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1 Introduction

In the theory of quantum fields on curved spacetimes it has been realized quite early that inter-
actions contribute quite significantly to particle production due to non-stationary gravitational
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forces [3]. Thus the scattering theory of interacting fields on physical backgrounds was in the
focus of attention. The picture that has been drawn is that this scattering behavior is essentially
governed by two S-matrices. One is the known scattering matrix from quantum fields in flat
space time that can be calculated with the help of the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann (LSZ)
method. The second scattering matrix is the S-matrix originating from a Bogoliubov trans-
formation between ”in”- and ”out”-representations that are both quasifree but not the same.
The latter S-matrix has been well-known from the theory of free quantum fields on curved
spacetimes.

With some exceptions, e.g. [4], that however have not been very precise on the topic of
asymptotic conditions either, most of these works [1, 2, 3, 5] assumed asymptotic conditions
for the interacting field in the Heisenberg picture φ(x) → φin/out(x) as x0 → ∓∞ where φin =
a(x) + a†(x) and φout = b(x) + b†(x) with a(x), a†(x) and b(x), b†(x) annihilation and creation
fields s.t. a(x)Ωin = b(x)Ωout = 0 for suitable ”in”- and ”out”-Fock vacuum states. It seems
however that this sort of asymptotic condition has never been checked. In fact, once the ”in”-
state for the field has been specified to be a certain, say, quasifree state, the field theory is
determined by these initial conditions and the equations of motion. Thus properties of ”out”-
fields have to be derived and cannot be assumed ab initio. In [11] this question has been
investigated for a QFT toy model on curved spacetimes which failed to reproduce the assumption
of quasifreeness of the outgoing state.

In the present work we show that this is not an artefact of the toy model, but occurs gen-
uinely in quantum field theory on non-stationary spacetimes. In order to be able to access this
question, one has to calculate the representation of the outgoing field. This is not possible using
commutative scattering amplitudes from LSZ or Feynman path integral formalisms, but one
has to calculate the vacuum expectation values (Wightman functions) of the non-commutative
quantum theory. Such a formalism of a perturbative calculation of Wightman functions is read-
ily available on Minkowski spacetime [17, 20, 21]: The sectorized Feynman graph formalism of
Ostendorf and Steinmann has the merit to eliminate all unnecessary assumptions from the for-
malism, in particular the canonical commutation relations (CCR) and initial conditions. While
this is advantageous for Minkowski spacetime, it however poses a problem for curved spacetimes
as there initial conditions should matter.

Here we therefore develop an independent formalism to calculate the Wightman functions
for quantum fields on curved spacetimes using a quasifree ”in”-representation and the pertur-
bation theory of Yang-Feldman equations, cf. Section 2. We then develop a Feynman graph
calculus for the Wightman functions where the external vertices of the Feynman graph have to
be labeled properly and the edges have to be decorated with arrows symbolizing various kinds
of propagators (Section 3). The basic properties of the Wightman functions are then described
in the Sections 4 and 5. While Hermiticity, invariance under orthochronous isomorphisms, per-
turbative positivity and, in the case of stationary spacetimes, spectrality and the relation with
asymptotic conditions φ(x) → φout/in(x), x0 → ±∞, in the Heisenberg picture do not pose ma-
jor problems, the proof of locality requires quite a bit of combinatorial efforts. We give the proof
to the second order in the loop expansion only, however we retain that the essential elements
of a complete proof to all orders become visible. A proof of locality to all orders for adiabatic
coupling constants using the local S-matrix formalism can be found in [7]. It is however not clear
how the methods used there can be applied proving non quasifree CCR-relations for outgoing
fields, as it is the case for our method. Even for the Minkowski spacetime, where locality can be
proven with the help of the split property of time ordered products and Lorentz invariance [17],
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our hands-on approach might give some instructive insight how locality works - in particular
that it holds graph by graph.

In Section 6 the Klein-Gordon equation and the CCR are verified for the ”out”-field. The
proof of the CCR is similar to the one of locality and holds to second order in the loop expansion.
It is also verified that the ”out”-field representation is genuinely non-quasifree. This poses the
question how to interpret such non-quasifree representations. In the case of unitary equivalence
with a quasifree representation, we give a complete solution to this problem using ⋆-calculus on
the dual of the Borchers algebra with a combinatorial co-product (Section 7). It turns out in
Section 8 that the compete scattering description is most conveniently given in terms of three
distinct S-matrices. The first one is the S-matrix due to the quantum scattering between the
”in”-particle space and the GNS-space of the non-quasifree representation of the ”out”-field.
The second S-matrix, which is the new one, is obtained by calculating the particle content of
the ”out”-GNS-vaccum in the ”in”-Fock space. Finally, to obtain the particle content of states
in a preferred, quasifree ”out”-representation, we have to use the Bogoliubov S-matrix [22].

Some technical parts on the multiplicity of graphs, the two loop calculation and ⋆-calculus
are given in the Appendices A–C.

All calculations are carried through in non-renormalized perturbation theory. This is mostly
due to the fact that we have little to contribute to the theory of renormalization on physical
backgrounds, which is now well understood with the help of the Epstein-Glaser method and
microlocal analysis [7, 8, 13, 14, 15]. The simplest possible way to renormalize in the formalism
given here would thus be to make contact with these works, which should not pose any princi-
ple problem as in both formalisms the equation of motion and quasifree initial conditions are
assumed (adiabatic coupling constants could be introduced in this work as well). For the flat
spacetime we can just refer to the equivalent formalism of Ostendorf and Steinmann, which has
been properly renormalized with the BPHZ method. Let us furthermore note that the main
results - locality of Wightman functionsand non quasifree CCR for the out-field - hold already
on the level of integrands, i.e. prior to the possibly divergent integration. As any possible reg-
ularization scheme of divergent integrals should assign zero to an zero integrand, these results
hold for any renormalization prescription. It is furthermore not difficult to define a cut-off pre-
scription that preserves all relations between the propagators that we need, e.g. a mode cut-off
in the ”in”-field and in the retarded and advanced propagators would do. Then all assertions of
this work hold as they stand at any finite value of the cut-off.

2 Setting

We want to perturbatively calculate Wightman functions, i.e. vacuum expectation values
(VEVs) of hermitian scalar fields, on a globally hyberbolic Lorentzian manifold (M , g) in φp-
theory. That is, our fields satisfy the equation

(⊔⊓ + m2 + κR)φ = −λφp−1 (1)

with coupling constant λ, scalar curvature R, mass m and ⊔⊓ = ∇a∇a, ∇a being the covariant
derivative associated with g.

At first we introduce the fundamental functions of the theory. Let Gr (Ga) be the unique
[10] retarded (advanced) fundamental solutions of the Klein-Gordon operator (⊔⊓ + m2 + κR),
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i.e. they are real valued bidistributions on M satisfying

(⊔⊓ + m2 + κR)Gr/a(x, y) = δ(x, y) (2)

and suppx Gr/a(x, y) ⊂ V
±
y , V

+
x (V

−
x ) being the open causal forward (backward) cone with

base-point x and the bar stands for the topological closure. δ(x, y) is the delta-distribution
associated with g, i.e.

∫

M

∫

M δ(x, y)f(x)f(y)dgxdgy =
∫

M f2(x)dgx, where dgx =
√−g dx,

g = det g, is the canonical volume form associated with g. We note that Gr(x, y) = Ga(y, x)
and define the antisymmetric bidistribution

D(x, y) = Gr(x, y) −Ga(x, y). (3)

Obviously D fulfills the Klein-Gordon equation in both arguments and vanishes for x ⊥ y, i.e.
for space-like separated x and y.

To calculate the desired Wightman functions we need to specify initial conditions for the
field φ(x). We do so by postulating that for large asymptotic times x0 → ∓∞ the local field
φ(x) converges to free incoming or outgoing fields φin/out(x). For space-times (M,g) that are
”large” enough to allow the fields to disperse quickly enough to become finally non-interacting,
this is formulated in terms of the Yang-Feldman equations [23]

φloc(x) := φ(x) = φin/out(x) + (Gr/a ∗ j)(x), (4)

where we formally define the convolution of a bidistribution B with a distribution w as

(B ∗ w)(x) :=

∫

M
B(x, y)w(y)dgy (5)

and the current j equals −λφp−1 in our case.

It is necessary to specify a representation for φin(x) ”by hand” as in absence of spectral con-
ditions on general curved manifolds the Klein-Gordon equation and the canonical commutation
relations (CCR) are not sufficient to fix the representation.

To do so, we at first define the propagators D±(x, y) as complex valued bi-distributions on
M satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation in both arguments and ImD± = ±1

2D, D+(x, y) =

D+(y, x) = D−(y, x), i.e. D̃ = 2ReD+ is symmetric. To obtain a pure ”in”-state we impose
the condition D̃(f, f) = 1

4 infh∈D(M) |D(f, h)2/D̃(h, h)| forall f ∈ D(M), cf. [22]. In particular

this implies that D+ is positive, i.e.
∫

M

∫

M D+(x, y)f(x)f(y)dgxdgy ≥ 0 for all test functions f

on M . It is well-known that the above conditions do not uniquely specify D̃. We furthermore
demand that D+ is invariant under isometric diffeomorphisms preserving the time direction,
which only constrains D̃, as D automatically fulfills that condition. For a discussion of the
existence of such (and even more general) bi-distributions see [22].

In order to obtain a particle picture for the incoming states, we specify the state for the in
field as a quasifree state with two point function D+. D̃ by our assumptions is a symmetric
bidistribution that fulfills the Klein-Gordon equation in both arguments. Thus the solution
part of a test function, Sf = D̃ ∗ f , for any test function f solves the Klein-Gordon equation
and clearly (Sf,Sh) =

∫

M

∫

M D̃(x, y)f(x)h(y) dgxdgy gives a well defined scalar product on
the space of complex solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation with compactly supported initial
conditions. Let H be the completion of this space w.r.t. (., .). Likewise, the imaginary part 1

2D
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of D+ defines a (C-bilinear) symplectic form Σ on the space of complex valued solutions via
Σ(D ∗ f,D ∗ g) = D(f, g) that extends continuously to H.

Upon comparison with the symplectic form, the inner product induces a complex structure
J such that Σ(ψ̄, χ) = (ψ, Jχ) for any two solutions. One easily obtains J∗ = −J , J2 = −1 and
thus J = i(K+ −K−) with K± the projector on the eigenspace of J with eigenvalue ±i. The
spaces H± = K±H are called the positive/negative frequency space, respectively. We note that
H̄± = H∓ where the bar stands for complex conjugation since Jψ̄ = −iψ̄ for ψ ∈ H+.

Let F be the symmetric Fock space over H+ with scalar product 〈., .〉 and let Ω be the Fock
vacuum. By a†(ψ), a(ψ), ψ ∈ H+, we denote the usual creation and annihilation operators on
F . We use the convention a(ψ̄)∗ = a†(ψ)∗, ψ ∈ H+, in order to obtain a C-linear definition
for a(χ), χ ∈ H−. Here ∗ stands for taking the adjoint (neglecting domain questions). Let
S± = K±S be the operator that maps test functions to the positive/negative solution part. The
incoming field is defined as C-linear operator valued distribution

φin(f) = a(S−f) + a†(S+f) . (6)

In fact, by [22, Lemma 3.2.1] (D̃ ∗ f, D̃ ∗ h) = D̃(f̄ , h) =
∫

M f̄ D̃ ∗ hdx = Σ(D ∗ f, D̃ ∗ h) =

(D ∗ f, JD̃ ∗ h) for all test functions f, h, from which −JD ∗ f = D̃ ∗ f follows. Application to
(6) gives φin(f) = ia(K−D ∗ f) − ia†(K+D ∗ f) which is the definition given in [22].

On the level of truncated Wightman functions the quasifree representation can be specified
as follows:

〈Ω, φin(x)φin(y)Ω〉T = D+(x, y), (7)

〈Ω, φin(x1) · · ·φin(xn)Ω〉T = 0 for n 6= 2. (8)

The truncated Wightman functions are defined via a cluster expansion as

〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · · φan(xn)Ω〉 =
∑

I∈P(n)

∏

{j1,···,jl}∈I

〈Ω, φaj1 (xj1) · · · φajl (xjl
)Ω〉T (9)

where aj ∈ {in, loc, out}, P(n) is the collection of all partitions of {1, · · · , n} into disjoint,
nonempty subsets {j1, · · · , jl} with j1 < · · · < jl [11]. Taking (7)-(8) into account, it fol-
lows immediately that a much simpler cluster expansion holds if we only consider Wightman
functions of ”in”-fields, namely

〈Ω, φin(x1) · · · φin(xn)Ω〉 =















∑

I∈P ′(n)

∏

{j1,j2}∈I

D+(xj1 , xj2) if n is even,

0 if n is odd.

(10)

P ′(n) is the collection of all partitions of {1, · · · , n} into disjoint subsets containing two elements
{j1, j2} with j1 < j2, i.e. P ′(n) is a collection of all possible pairings made out of {1, · · · , n}.

It follows from the Fock construction, (7) and the properties of D+ that

[φin(x), φin(y)] = iD(x, y). (11)

Fixing both φin(x) and φout(x) would over-determine the system, therefore we only use (4)
as a definition of φout(x) without specifying any further properties of it.
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From (3) and (4) it follows immediately that

φout(x) = φin(x) + (D ∗ j)(x). (12)

Furthermore, because both φin(x) and D fulfill the Klein-Gordon equation, it is already clear at
this point that φout(x) does as well. However, we still need to check if the outgoing field fulfills
the CCR and find out in what kind of representation it is.

3 Calculation of the Wightman functions

To evaluate Wightman functions we will make use of generalized Feynman graphs. In the follow-
ing figures we will draw all graphs in φ3-theory for simplicity unless otherwise stated. However,
for the actual calculations the degree p of the φp-theory is irrelevant. Our calculations will be
limited to second order in the loop expansion. However, the calculations can be straightford-
wardly extended to higher orders in the loop expansion with some more combinatorial effort.
We begin developing the graphical calculus by introducing the symbols for the propagators of
our theory.

D+(x,y)  ≅ x y ≅  D
--
(y,x)

Gr(x,y)  ≅ x y ≅  Ga (y,x)

D(x,y)  ≅ x y ≅  -D(y,x)

Figure 1: Propagators

A D+(x, y) is being represented by a line with an open arrow, a D(x, y) by a line with a
closed arrow and a Gr(x, y) by a line with a double open arrow, the arrows pointing to x (see
Figure 1).

Next we introduce a tree expansion for the fields according to the Parisi-Wu method [18].
We expand the fields in powers of the coupling constant λ:

φa(x) =
∞
∑

σ=0

(−λ)σφa
σ(x). (13)

Clearly,

φin
σ (x) =

{

φin(x) if σ = 0,
0 otherwise.

(14)

We calculate φa
σ(x) for a = loc/out recursively using (4) and (12):

φa
σ(x) =































φin(x) if σ = 0 and









∆a ∗









∞
∑

σ1,···, σp−1=0,

σ1+···+σp−1=σ−1

p−1
∏

i=1

φloc
σi

















(x) otherwise,
(15)
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where ∆loc = Gr, ∆out = D. Following the recursion in (15), we define tree graphs corresponding
to the summands in (15) by an induction over σ. To fix the initial step, we draw field φa

0(x),
i.e. an ”in”-field, as a leaf attached to a root corresponding to an external x-vertex of type a. A
tree corresponding to φa

σ(x) is drawn by taking p − 1 trees corresponding to perturbative local
fields of order σ1, · · · , σp−1 s.t.

∑

σl = σ−1, assembling their roots y1, · · · , yp−1 to form a single
internal y-vertex and adding a trunk, i.e. a new line from y to x corresponding to a ∆a(x, y).
Therefore, a tree correspoding to φa

σ(x) has a root corresponding to an external x-vertex, a trunk
corresponding to a ∆a, several branches corresponding to Grs, several leaves corresponding to
”in”-fields and σ branching points corresponding to internal vertices with a total number of
p − 1 branches and leaves emerging from them. We note that the causal flow (the direction of
the Gr-arrows) always points to the root. We label the different tree components inductively,
accounting for the fact that the indices σi in (15) are distinguishable. The initial step of the
induction is fixed by defining the label of a trunk to be the index of the external vertex variable
attached to it. To assign a label to a branch/leaf one takes the label of the branch resp. trunk
the considered branch/leaf emerges from as a basis. One then extends it by a dot followed by a
number reflecting the position of the considered branch/leaf (field) at the actual branching point
(in the corresponding current), i.e. the index i of φloc

σi
in (15). See Figure 2 for some examples

of trees.

= φ in(xi)

xi

φa (xi)
0

xi

φ loc (xi)
1

xi

φout(xi)
3

i.1 i.2 i.1 i.2

i.2.1 i.2.2

i.2.2.1 i.2.2.2

i i i

Figure 2: The only possible tree for φa
0(x), the only possible tree for φloc

1 (x) and one
possible tree for φout

3 (x)

Now we will proceed with the Wightman functions. To calculate Wightman functions it is
sufficient to consider only their connected parts, i.e. the truncated Wightman functions.

In order to calculate the truncated Wightman functions, we will first expand them in powers
of the coupling constant λ:

〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · ·φan(xn)Ω〉T =

∞
∑

σ=0

(−λ)σ〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · · φan(xn)Ω〉Tσ . (16)

Inserting (13) into the left side of (16) and comparing terms of equal order in λ we get:

〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · · φan(xn)Ω〉Tσ =
∞

∑

σ1,···, σn=0,
∑

σl=σ

〈Ω, φa1
σ1

(x1) · · · φan
σn

(xn)Ω〉T . (17)

We know from the tree expansion that for a fixed σ, every φa
σ(x) can be expressed in terms of

φins. Therefore it follows that 〈Ω, φa1
σ1

(x1) · · · φan
σn

(xn)Ω〉T can be expressed in terms of Wightman
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functions of ”in”-fields. Finally, using (14), (15), (10) and (17), we can express truncated
Wightman functions of arbitrary fields merely in terms of fundamental functions.

We will now introduce Feynman graphs corresponding to perturbative n-point Wightman
functions. A Feynman graph of order σ consists of n external vertices corresponding to the
arguments x1, · · · , xn and type-indices a1, · · · , an of a Wightman function and σ internal vertices
corresponding to arbitrary variables in M . The vertices are connected to the remainder of the
graph by q lines, with q = 1 (q = p) for external (internal) vertices. A line is called an external
line if it is connected to an external vertex, an internal line otherwise. While Wightman functions
correspond to Feynman graphs, one can show that truncated Wightman functions correspond
to connected Feynman graphs. We call a Feynman graph with arrows and labels on all lines an
extended Feynman graph.

On the level of graphs, the resolving of (17) via (10) corresponds to gluing the leaves of n
trees with a total order of σ together to yield an extended Feynman graph of order σ with n
external vertices. As we calculate truncated Wightman functions, only gluing possibilities that
yield connected Feynman graphs are allowed.

A line originating from gluing a pair of two leaves together, i.e. a D±-line, is defined to be
labeled by combining the leaves’ labels to a pair. Starting from the beginning, we compare the
two labels slot-by-slot until we find a pair of numbers that does not match. The arrow on the
D±-line then points to the leaf corresponding to the lower of those numbers.

We have now described how to expand fields to trees that are subsequently assembled to
extended Feynman graphs (see Figure 3 for two examples).

x3

x2

x1

x3

x2

x1

x3

x2

x1

x3

x2

x1

2

1 3

2.12.2

2.2.2 2.2.1

3.2

3.1

2

1 3

2.12.2

2.2.2 2.2.1

3.2

3.1

2

31 & 2.1

2.2

2.2.2 & 3.1

2.2.1 & 3.2

2

1 & 2.2.2

3

2.1 & 3.2

2.2

2.2.1 & 3.1

Figure 3: Two possibilities to glue the same set of trees to graphs correspoding to
〈Ω, φa

0(x1)φ
loc
2 (x2)φ

out
1 (x3)Ω〉T .

This also works the other way round. To calculate 〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · · φan(xn)Ω〉Tσ , we draw all topo-
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logically possible connected Feynman graphs of order σ with n fixed external vertices x1, · · · , xn

of type a1, · · · , an. We then consider all possibilities to partition each Feynman graph into n
connected and loopless subgraphs, i.e. trees, and several remaining lines. Each such subgraph
contains exactly one root xi of type ai. A partition is fixed by marking a certain number of
lines s.t. the Feynman graph with those lines removed consists of n disconnected tree graphs
without leaves, arrows and labels and each internal vertex is part of a such a tree. The external
lines connected to external vertices of type a = in are always marked. Next we assign labels to
all external lines according to the indices of their external vertex variables. Using these labels
as an initial step and starting from the roots, we walk up the trees on the unmarked lines and
inductively assign labels to all lines emerging from the vertices we pass. As a result, the marked
lines have two labels, one from each vertex they connect. The inductive dependence of the labels
on the preceding labels is fixed by the labeling algorithm defined in the tree expansion above.
For each of the possible choices of labels we draw arrows on all lines. The type of the arrows
on the unmarked lines is chosen according to a1, · · · , an and the tree expansion. Furthermore,

x3

x2

x1

x3

x2

x1

x3

x2

x1

x3

x2

x1

2

1

3

2.1 & 3.2
2.2 

& 

1.1
1.2 & 3.1

x3

x2

x1

2 & 3.1.2

1 & 3.1.1.2

3

3.1

3.1.1.1 & 3.2

3.1.1

x3

x2

x1

2

1

3

2.1 & 3.2

1.2 & 3.1

2.2 

& 

1.1
x3

x2

x1

2 & 3.1.2

1 & 3.1.1.2

3

3.1

3.1.1.1 & 3.2

3.1.1

Figure 4: Two possibilities to extend a Feynman graph corresponding to
〈Ω, φloc(x1)φ

loc(x2)φ
out(x3)Ω〉T3 .
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each marked line becomes a D±-line. The direction of the arrow on such a line is determined
by comparison of the two labels of the line in the manner described in the preceding paragraph.

We call a D±-line a self-gluing line if the numbers in the first slots of its two labels match,
a gluing line otherwise. With this definition, a gluing line connects two trees and a self-gluing
line connects a leaf-less tree to itself.

To obtain the analytical expression corresponding to an extended Feynman graph, we as-
sign variables to all internal vertices, write down the propagators corresponding to all lines
and then integrate over all internal vertices. Once we have the analytical expressions, sum-
ming over all topologically possible Feynman graphs and all possibilities to extend them yields
〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · ·φan(xn)Ω〉Tσ (see Figure 4 for two examples).

For the following calculations it is sometimes convenient to drop the labels and replace them
by combinatorial factors. In the sum of values corresponding to a certain Feynman graph we
will subsume all its extensions with coinciding arrows to a single graph without labels called a
reduced Feynman graph. The value of such a reduced graph is defined to be the value of an
original extended graph times the number of extended Feynman graphs that give this reduced
Feynman graph.

To determine the combinatorial factor of a reduced Feynman graph of order σ from scratch,
one first assigns a factor of (p − 1)! (not p! as in commutative Feynman graphs) to each inter-
nal vertex yielding a ”bare” combinatorial factor of (p − 1)!σ . Each group of k-fold D±-lines
connecting the same pair of vertices contributes a factor of k!−1. An additional factor of α−1

arises from the number α of automorphisms of a reduced Feynman graph, i.e. permutations of
internal vertices leaving the graph unchanged [24].

Furthermore, the self-gluing lines of a reduced graph contribute factors as well. To fix these
factors we divide the self-gluing lines occurring in graphs up to second order in the loop expansion
into three classes and examine them separately. See Appendix A for the details.

In the following two chapters we are merely interested in qualitative results, therefore we
will only consider relative combinatorial factors in the sum of values corresponding to a certain
Feynman graph.

4 Properties of the Wightman functions: Invariance,

Hermiticity, spectral property, positivity

We now want to discuss the fundamental properties of the Wightman functions calculated in
Section 3.

Invariance under orthochronous isometric diffeomorphisms As we have shown
in Section 3, the Wightman functions of our theory can be expressed in terms of integrals of
products of fundamental functions. Since we know from Section 2 that all fundamental functions
are invariant under isometric diffeomorphisms preserving the time direction and the integrals
contain the canonic volume form which is invariant under all isometric diffeomorphisms by
definition, invariance of the Wightman functions follows immediately.

Hermiticity We have to prove

〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · · φan(xn)Ω〉 = 〈Ω, φan(xn) · · · φa1(x1)Ω〉. (18)
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Since we can express the Wightman functions in terms of Wightman functions of ”in”-fields
convoluted with the real valued fundamental functions Gr/a and D and since the order of fields
in the latter Wightman function corresponds to the order of fields in the original Wightman
function, it is sufficient to prove (18) for a1, · · · , an = in.

We know from (10) how to express Wightman functions of ”in”-fields in terms of D+. The
complex conjugation of (10) exchanges all D+(xj1 , xj2) with D+(xj2, xj1) which obviously cor-
responds to reversing the total order of fields in the Wightman function of ”in”-fields, thus (18)
holds for a1, · · · , an = in.

Spectral property In general spacetimes there is no well-defined Fourier transformation,
therefore spectral conditions can not be formulated. However, in static spacetimes the time
translations form a one parameter group of symmetries and we assume that Fourier transfor-
mations w.r.t. the time parameter are possible. A well-defined spectral condition can thus
be formulated in that case. On such spacetimes one specifies D̃ with the help of the spectral
condition such that the Fourier transform in the time arguments defined by the global timelike
killing field of a n-point Wightman functions of ”in”-fields vanish if the sums

∑n
j=l+1El are not

all positive. Here El is the variable conjugated to the l-th time argument in the VEV. We note
that all fundamental functions are invariant under time translations by our assumptions, hence
only depend on time differences of both arguments. Therefore the unitary time translation op-
erator that is obtained from the time translation invariance of Wightman functions via the GNS
construction coincides with the time translation operator for the ”in”-fields, which has positive
spectrum by construction.

Perturbative positivity If we expand Wightman functions perturbatively up to a given
order N , we can add further terms of order O(λN+1) to obtain a VEV of fields φa,N (x) =
∑N

σ=0(−λ)σφa
σ(x) that act as operator valued distributions on the ”in” Fock space. The VEVs

obviously fulfill positivity. Thus, the Wightman functions expanded in λ up to order N fulfill
positivity up to a O(λN+1)-term.

Asymptotic condition Here we used asymptotic conditions given by the Yang-Feldman
equations (4). It is a natural question to ask in as far these asymptotic conditions lead to the
asymptotic conditions in the Heisenberg picture φ(x) → φin/out(x) as x0 → ±∞ in a given
foliation of M , M = R × C, where C is a Cauchy surface. In a weak sense, the Heisenberg
asymptotic condition is

lim
x0

j→±∞

[

〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · ·φ(xj) · · · φan(xn)Ω〉T − 〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · ·φout/in(xj) · · · φan(xn)Ω〉T
]

= 0.

(19)
Let us consider the case x0 → −∞ first: In the extended Feynman graph expansion of the left
hand side, all connected graphs where the tree with root xj is of order zero cancel and all other
graphs prevail. Likewise, if x0 → +∞, we obtain in the expansion into connected extended
Feynman graphs two times all graphs where the order of the xj tree is larger than zero - one
graph with the trunk is evaluated with a retarded propagator for the local field and the other
graph with opposite sign where the trunk is evaluated with a D. Using D = Gr −Ga we see that
one obtains all extended graphs where the tree with root xj is of order larger than zero and its
trunk is evaluated with a Ga propagator, cf. Figure 5. We note that in the limit x0 → ±∞, the
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integral over the vertex variable u is restricted to u in the causal future/past of xj and hence the
domain of integration becomes smaller and smaller. An actual proof of the vanishing of the left
hand side of (19) requires technical assumptions on the manifold M and on the propagators D±

– and hence the state – and we do not want to go into the details now. It however seems that
these conditions are not much stronger than what is needed to assure that the integrals over the
vertices in the Feynman graphs can be carried out over the entire manifold M (i.e. taking the
limit of constant couplings in the terminology of [7]).

xj

u xj
o

0
- ∞

xj

u xj
o

0
+ ∞

Figure 5: Heuristic check of the asymptotic conditions on the level of graphs

5 Properties of the Wightman functions: Locality

To prove locality of the truncated Wightman functions, we have to show that

〈Ω, φa1(x1) ... [φ
ai(xi), φ

ai+1(xi+1)] · · · φan(xn)Ω〉T (20)

vanishes for xi ⊥ xi+1, ∀i ∈ {1, ... , n− 1}, aj = loc if j ∈ {i, i+ 1}, aj = in/loc/out otherwise.

Up to now, the initial step in our labeling algorithm depended on the index of the respective
external vertex variable that in turn corresponded to its position within a Wightman function.
If we let A := 〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · · φai(xi)φ

ai(xi+1) · · · φan(xn)Ω〉T and B := 〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · ·φai(xi+1)
φai(xi) · · ·φan(xn)Ω〉T , then for each Feynman graph corresponding to A there exists a topo-
logically identical Feynman graph corresponding to B. It is easy to see that we can label both
Feynman graphs in the same way except with i and i + 1 interchanged in the first slots of all
labels. From the algorithm of determining the direction of the arrows on the D±-lines it follows
that the arrows an all lines of these two extended Feynman graphs match with the exception
that the arrows on the gluing lines connecting the trees with roots xi & xi+1 are reversed. If
the two considered graphs do not contain such gluing lines, their values will cancel identically.
While calculating (20) we can thus restrict ourselves to extended Feynman graphs with gluing
lines connecting the trees with roots xi & xi+1. Furthermore, because our task will only be to
examine if (20) vanishes or not, we will only need to examine the analytical factors corresponding
to those lines.

We call a connected subgraph containing only elements of the trees with roots xi & xi+1 and
a gluing line connecting those trees a path, if all internal vertices of this subgraph are connected
to exactly 2 lines. Following the considerations in the preceding paragraph, while calculating
(20) we only need to consider reduced graphs with at least one path. To show that (20) vanishes
in the appropriate cases mentioned above, we will subsume all reduced Feynman graphs with
topologically equivalent paths and show that each such sum vanishes. If we fix a certain number
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of topologically possible paths in a Feynman graph, in the process of extending and reducing
this graph such that the trees with roots xi & xi+1 are connected by gluing lines, we can vary the
position of the gluing and self-gluing lines on these paths without changing the type of (i.e. the
arrows on) any line not contained in these paths. Because we are only interested in qualitative
results, it is therefore sufficient to consider the contributions of all paths contained in a reduced
graph. We will analyse the reduced graphs we calculate by the number l of loops contained in
the subgraph one gets by merging all paths.

--Σ
q=1 um

xi xi+1
... ...

u1 uq-1 uq

m+1

Σ
q=1 um

xi xi+1
... ...

u1 uq-1 uq

m+1

= Σ
q=1 um

xi xi+1
... ...

u1 uq-1 uq

m+1

--

xi xi+1
... ... xi xi+1

... ...
=

i

i i

Figure 6: The case l = 0

We start with the most simple case l = 0, i.e. reduced graphs containing exactly one path.
Let m be the number of vertices on a path. The considered paths only differ in the position of
the gluing line, obviously there are m + 1 different possible positions. Varying the position of
the gluing line on a single path doesn’t change the combinatorial factor of a reduced Feynman
graph. Summing over all possible positions of the gluing line thus yields a contribution to A of
the form

m+1
∑

q=1

q−1
∏

j=1

Gr(uj−1, uj)D
+(uq−1, uq)

m+1
∏

j=q+1

Ga(uj−1, uj), (21)

uj , j ∈ {1, ...,m} being the variables of the inner vertices and u0 = xi, um+1 = xi+1.
Considering B, we end up with a contribution of the same form, except with D+(uq−1, uq)
replaced by D−(uq−1, uq). Since D+ − D− = iD, the respective contribution to (20) is of the
form

i

m+1
∑

q=1

q−1
∏

j=1

Gr(uj−1, uj)D(uq−1, uq)

m+1
∏

j=q+1

Ga(uj−1, uj). (22)

Using (3), we find through ”telescope cancelations” that this factor can be expressed as
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i





m+1
∏

j=1

Gr(uj−1, uj) −
m+1
∏

j=1

Ga(uj−1, uj)



 (23)

(see Figure 6). Because of the support properties of Gr/a(x, y) the product of the Gr/a(uj−1, uj)

can only be non-zero if uj ∈ V
∓
uj−1

∀j ∈ {1, ... ,m + 1} which implies that uj ∈ V
∓
us

∀j ∈
{1, ... ,m+ 1}, ∀s ∈ {0, ... , j − 1}. But this would contradict xi ⊥ xi+1, therefore the product
of the Gr/a vanishes if xi ⊥ xi+1. This shows that under the assumption xi ⊥ xi+1 the values of
extended Feynman graphs with l = 0 cancel in the calculation of (20).

Next we will consider reduced Feynman graphs with l = 1, i.e. graphs containing exactly 2
paths. The idea is to establish a Gr/a-chain on each of the two paths, i.e. to subsume the graphs
with l = 1 in such a way that the contribution of either of these paths is a factor of the form
(23). There are two different types of graphs in this case, graphs with one gluing line (i.e. the
trees with roots xi & xi+1 are connected outside the loop) and graphs with two gluing lines (i.e.
the trees with roots xi & xi+1 are connected inside the loop). If there is only one gluing line,
then one of the lines belonging to the loop must be a self-gluing line. Let e (f) be the number
of lines in the loop belonging to the upper (lower) path. Let ef > 1. Then there are e + f
possibilities for the position of the self-gluing line. For each of those e+ f possible cases we will
try to establish a Gr/a-chain on the path not containing the self-gluing line. Let the self-gluing
line be part of the upper path and let r ∈ {1, · · · , e} be the number reflecting its position. In
the calculation of (20), the graphs with one gluing line add up to a graph with the gluing line
replaced by a D-line and multiplied by i as in the case l = 0. To establish a Gr/a-chain on the
lower path we add graphs with a proper combinatorial factor, an additional factor of i, a self-
gluing line on the upper path at position r, a D-line on the lower path at position s = 1, · · · , q
and double open arrows pointing to the root ”on their side” on the remaining lines of the paths.
As in the preceding paragraph, the sum of these graphs yields a Gr/a-chain through ”telescope
cancelations” that vanishes for xi ⊥ xi+1. After proceeding like this for each of the e+f possible
positions of the self-gluing line, we are left with all the graphs with two gluing lines from which
we have to subtract all the graphs we have added to establish the Gr/a-chains. Since there are
e (f) possible positions for a gluing line on the loop belonging to the upper (lower) path, there
are ef different types of graphs with two gluing lines (as we have l = 1, none of these types can
be equivalent through automorphisms). Within the graphs we need to subtract there are also
ef types of graphs with a self-gluing line on the upper (lower) path and a D-line on the lower
(upper) path. For each r ∈ {1, · · · , e} and s ∈ {1, · · · , f} we sum up the graphs with the two
gluing lines at r and s, the graphs with the self-gluing line at r and the D-line at s and the
graphs with the D-line at r and the self-gluing line at s (see Figure 7). Since we know from
Section 3 and Appendix A that the contributions of the self-gluing lines encountered here are of
the form (47) with k = 1, the contribution of the two paths in the graphs we are left with is of
the form

(

D+(ur−1, ur)D
+(vs−1, vs) −D−(ur−1, ur)D

−(vs−1, vs)
)

(24)

−1

2
(D+(ur−1, ur) +D−(ur−1, ur))iD(vs−1, vs)

−iD(ur−1, ur)
1

2
(D+(vs−1, vs) +D−(vs−1, vs)),
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xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi

xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi

1
2
-- + --

xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xixi+1xi xi+1xixi+1xi--=
i
2
--

xi+1xi xi+1xixi+1xi xi+1xi

xi+1xi xi+1xixi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi

xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi

xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi

=
i
2
--

i
2
--

+

--

--

xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi xi+1xi+
i
2
-- --

C

C

Figure 7: An example for l = 1 with e = 1 and f = 2

ur−1, ur (us−1, us) being the vertices connected by the line on the upper (lower) path at position
r (s). Using iD = D+ − D− we see that this factor vanishes identically (see Figure 7 for an
example). If e = f = 1, there is only one possible position for the self-gluing line, as the two
paths are topologically equivalent. To treat this case along the same lines as the cases above,
we symmetrize the contribution from the self-gluing line over r and s. Since in this case the
two occurring gluing lines are connecting the same pair of vertices, they contribute a relative
combinatorial factor of 2−1 as well, which shows that (24) remains valid for e = f = 1.

To proceed with l = 2, we need to know all topological possibilities for two loops. To fix
these possibilities, we consider a graph with l = 1, ignore all lines except those belonging to
paths and all vertices except the two branching points of the loop and consider all possibilities
to add another line to this graph. To make sure we do not miss any possibility, we proceed in
the following way: we identify and name all essential elements of the graph, i.e. the line on
the left hand side of the loop γ1, the left branching point γ2, the upper loop line γ3, the lower
loop line γ4, the right branching point γ5 and the line on the right hand side of the loop γ6 (see
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Figure 8).

γ1

γ2

γ3

γ4

γ5

γ6

Figure 8: The essential elements of a l = 1 graph

We then consider all possibilities to connect two elements γi and γj by an additional line. i = j
is allowed, however, an additional loop attached to the l = 1 graph at a single vertex is irrelevant
since this additional loop would not be able to contain any gluing lines and therefore this case
could be treated as l = 1 with an additional irrelevant factor. Following this procedure, we see
that the relevant cases with l = 2 can be divided into three classes, namely disjoint loops, nested
loops and kite graphs. The classes are listed in Figure 9. A dashed line means that both graphs
with and without that line are considered to belong to the respective class. Locality can now
be shown class by class, cf. Appendix B.

a b c

Figure 9: a) disjoint loops b) nested loops c) kite graphs

With help of the methods we have used up to l = 2, the cases with l > 2 can be calculated
straightforwardly under consideration of more complex classes of self-gluing lines.

6 Properties of the ”out”-fields

After showing that the Wightman-functions of our theory have all the properties (at least up to
second order in the loop expansion) one would demand from a ”good” QFT in general spacetimes,
we will continue examining the properties of the ”out”-fields of our theory.

Klein-Gordon Equation We have already seen in Section 2 that the ”out”-fields of our
theory fulfill the Klein-Gordon equation.

Canonical commutation relations To prove that the ”out”-fields of our theory fulfill the
CCR it is necessary and sufficient to show that [φout(x), φout(y)] = iD(x, y) and 〈Ω, φa1(x1) · · ·
[φai(xi), φ

ai+1(xi+1)] · · · φan(xn)Ω〉T vanishes for all n > 2, ∀i ∈ {1, ... , n}, aj = out if j ∈
{i, i + 1}, aj = in/loc/out otherwise. [11, Lemma 5.2]

To show this we follow the same lines as in the proof of the locality of the Wightman
functions. We again only need to consider graphs with at least one path. In these cases we
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again try to establish chains similar to the Gr/a-chains, but we have to account for the fact that
the trunk-propagators Gr(u0, u1) and Gr(um+1, um) in (22) are being replaced by Ds yielding

iD(xi, u1)





m
∏

j=2

Ga(uj−1, uj) −
m
∏

j=2

Gr(uj−1, uj) (25)

+
m

∑

q=2

q−1
∏

j=2

Gr(uj−1, uj)D(uq−1, uq)
m
∏

j=q+1

Ga(uj−1, uj)



D(um, xi+1),

if m > 1, where we have separated the terms with q = 1 and q = m + 1 from the sum and
accounted for the antisymmetry of D(x, y). Using (3), we find through ”telescope cancelations”
that the remaining terms of the sum over q equal the separated terms but with the opposite
sign, so (25) vanishes identically. If m = 1, replacing the trunk-propagators Gr(u0, u1) and
Gr(um+1, um) in (22) by Ds, yields

iD(u0, u1)D(u2, u1) + iD(u0, u1)D(u1, u2) (26)

which vanishes identically because of the antisymmetry of D. If m = 0, which is obviously
only possible for n = 2, no trunk-propagators occur and the only possible graph consists of one
gluing line, thus (22) withm = 0 equals the truncated 2-point Wightman function of ”out”-fields,
yielding

〈Ω, [φout(x), φout(y)]Ω〉T = iD(x, y) = [φout(x), φout(y)]. (27)

Representation One of the main claims of this article is that in general the CCR represen-
tation of the ”out”-field is not quasifree.

To see this, let us consider d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime with metric g(ǫ) = (1 + ǫh)η
where η is the Minkowski metric and h a C∞-function of compact support. To first order in λ in
φ4 theory, the only non-vanishing n-point function for the ”out”-field is due to the star graph.
Due to telescope cancelations, cf. [11], one obtains

−λ× Im

∫

Rd

4
∏

l=1

D−g(ǫ)(xj , x) (1 + ǫh)d/2dx (28)

Expanding to fist order in ǫ, we obtain two sorts of contributions: One from the expansion of
((1 + ǫh)d/2) and four terms from the first order expansion of the D−g .

Fourier transforming on Minkowski space-time, we see that the support of the first con-
tribution w.r.t. k1, . . . , k4 is on the negative shell in all four energy-momentum variables kj .
Furthermore, it is non-vanishing since the delta distribution that is obtained from the integra-
tion in the case ǫ = 0 in the first order term is replaced with the Fourier transform of h, which is
non-vanishing and can be seen as the consequence of energy-momentum violation in the quan-
tum system due to the gravitational field. Taking the imaginary part amounts to subtracting the
same expression with D− replaced by D+ and division by i. Both terms have disjoint support
and can not cancel each other.

The first order contribution to D−g(ǫ)(x) is easily calculated to be
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Gr ∗
[

m2hD− −
(

d

2
+ 1

)

ηab(∂ah)∂bD
−

]

(x). (29)

When the Fourier transform is carried out, the product between (the derivative of) h and (the
derivative of) D− leads to a term that is off-shell. For the second type of contribution to (28)
thus three of the momenta kj are on the negative shell and the fourth is off-shell. Energy-
momentum conservation holds, i.e. k1 + · · ·+ k4 = 0, as the integration is carried out w.r.t. the
flat measure.

Apparently, both types of contributions in the first order calculation have disjoint support
and thus (28) is really non vanishing.

To see that this implies the non vanishing of higher order truncated n-point functions
at higher orders of perturbation theory we refer to the following (non-rigorous) considera-
tion: Due to the symmetry of the higher order functions it is enough to focus on VEVs of
φout(f) =

∫

M φ(x)f(x)dgx for some fixed f such that the truncated four point contribution is
non-vanishing. Due to positivity and as there always exists a solution to the Hamburger moment
problem, VEVs of powers of φ(f) form the moments of a probability distribution that has a
non-vanishing fourth cumulant. It is well-known from probability theory that this implies that
higher order even cumulants can not be vanishing either, from which it follows that the higher
order truncated Wightman functions are not identically zero.

7 Unitary transformations between CCR representa-

tions

Given a quasifree representation of the CCR with Fock-space F , in this section we calculate
the particle content of non-quasifree representations that are unitarily equivalent to the given
quasifree one. In the following section we then apply this result to the ”out”-state CCR that
we have calculated. Here we use the language of Wightman functionals and ⋆-product calculus,
cf. Appendix C for a short introduction.

Let ϕ(x) be the operator valued distribution fulfilling the Klein-Gordon equation and the
CCR that has been obtained via the GNS-construction from some Wightman functional W ′ with
GNS space FGNS and GNS vacuum Ψ0 ∈ FGNS. Let ξ(x) be the operator valued distribution
obtained from the quasifree Wightman functionalW via the Fock construction given in Section 2
with Ω ∈ F the Fock vacuum. The relevant application will of course be ϕ = φout and ξ = φin, cf.
the next section. We assume unitary equivalence of both CCR representations in the following
technical sense: Let U : FGNS → F be a unitary transformation such that Uϕ(f)U∗ = ξ(f) for
all test functions and let Ψ = UΨ0 ∈ F such that Ψ is in a dense core of some closure of the
Fock creation and annihilation operators a(ψ) and a†(χ), ψ ∈ H+, χ ∈ H−. It is furthermore
assumed that for any vector Υ in this core, the vectors a♯(ψ1) · · · a♯(ψn)Υ are jointly continuous
in the ψl w.r.t. the (H±)⊗n and the F topologies, where a♯ stands for a or a†.

To determine U , it is enough to calculate Ψ, since Uϕ(f1) · · ·ϕ(fn)Ψ0 = ξ(f1) · · · ξ(fn)Ψ,
fl ∈ D(M), can be calculated using (6), once the n-particle components of Ψ are know.

As a state in F , Ψ can be parameterized as

Ψ =

∞
∑

n=0

∫

M×n

fn(x1, . . . , xn)ξ(x1) · · · ξ(xn) dgx1 · · · dgxn (30)
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where the complex functions fn are symmetric under permutation of arguments and purely posi-
tive frequency, i.e. S⊗n

− fn = 0, and fulfill a normalization condition, ‖Ψ‖2
F =

∑∞
n=0 ‖S⊗nfn‖2

H+⊗n

= 1. Furthermore, the fn are taken from some function space s.t. fn 7→ S⊗nfn ∈ H⊗̂n
+ is onto,

where ⊗̂ is the symmetric tensor product. Let f = (f0, f1, f2, . . .), then obviously

W ′ =
→
Df∗

←
Df W =

∞
∑

n,j=0

→
Df∗

n

←
Dfj

W (31)

where the convergence of the infinite sums on the right hand side follows from the assumption

that Ψ is in a core for the closed creation and annihilation operators. The operators
↔
Df=

∑∞
n=0

↔
Dfn act by inserting fn into the first/last n arguments of a Wightman functions, cf.

Appedix C. Application of (54) and ⋆-multiplication with W−1 = exp⋆(−WT ) yields

exp⋆(W
′T −W T ) =

∞
∑

m,j=0

∫

M×(n+j)

∑

I∈P({1,...,n+j}
I={I1,...,Ik}, k≥1

⋆ k
l=1

↔
DIl

W T

× f∗n(x1, . . . , xn)fj(xn+1, . . . , xn+j) dgx1 · · · dgxn+j (32)

Both, W
′
and W induce CCR representations. By [11, Lemma 5.2] this is equivalent to ImD+ =

ImW
′T
2 = 1

2D and W
′T
n (x1, . . . , xn) is symmetric under permutation of arguments – and hence

real by the Hermiticity of W ′ – for n ≥ 3. This automatically holds for the quasifree state W
since W T

2 = D+ and W T
n (x1, . . . , xn) = 0 for n ≥ 3. Hence the left hand side of (32) is real and

symmetric. We note that

↔
DIl

W T = 0 for |Il| > 3
↔
DIl

W T = (D+(xj1, xj2), 0, . . .) for Il = {j1, j2}, j1 < j2
→
DIl

W T = (0,D+(xj, .), 0, . . .) for Il = {j}
←
DIl

W T = (0,D+(., xj), 0, . . .) for Il = {j}























. (33)

Thus only those partitions in (32) contribute that consists of sets with one or two elements,
only. Given such a partition I = {I1, . . . , Il}, let S = ∪l:|Il|=1Il and Î ∈ P ′({1, . . . , n + j} \ S})
the remainder, which is a pairing partition. We get

∑

I∈P({1,...,n+j}
I={I1,...,Ik}, k≥1

⋆ k
l=1

↔
DIl

W T =
∑

S⊆{1,...,n+j}

Î∈P ′({1,...,n+m}\S)

Î={I1,...,I(n+j−|S|)/2}

Il={il,jl}, il<jl

(n+j−|S|)/2
∏

l=1

D+(xil , xjl
) ⋆j∈S

↔
Dxj W

T . (34)

Clearly, (⋆j∈S

↔
Dxj W

T )s = 0 if s 6= |S| and for s = |S|, S = {j1, . . . , js}, j1 < j2 < . . . < jq ≤
n < jq+1 < . . . < js

(

⋆j∈S

↔
Dxj W

T
)

s
(y1, . . . , ys) =

∑

π∈Perm(s)

q
∏

l=1

D+(xjl
, yπ(l))

s
∏

l=q+1

D−(xjl
, yπ(l)). (35)
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Inserting (34) and (35) into (33) yields

exp⋆

(

W
′T −WT

)

s
(y1, . . . , ys)

=
∑

r≥s
r−s even

r
∑

n=0

∫

M×r

∑

{j1,...,js}⊆{1,...,r}

j1<···<jq≤n

<jq+1<···<js

∑

Î∈P ′({1,...,n+m}\S)

Î={I1,...,I(r−s)/2}

Il={il,kl}, il<kl

∑

π∈Perm(s)

×
(r−s)/2

∏

l=1

D+(xil , xkl
)

q
∏

l=1

D+(xjl
, yπ(l))

s
∏

l=q+1

D−(xjl
, yπ(l))

× f∗n(x1, . . . , xn)fr−n(xn+1, . . . , xr) dgx1 · · · dgxr. (36)

We note that
∫

M D±(x, y)f(x) dgx = 0 if f is positive/negative frequency, cf. (6). Furthermore,
f∗n is purely negative frequency and fn−r purely positive frequency. One can thus replace all
propagator functions D± in (36) by the real symmetric function D̃ = D++D−, since the integral
over the added propagator D∓ with f∗n or fn−r always vanishes.

Having done so, we can commute the sums over n and over S on the right hand side of (36),
s.t. the integral contains the function

z̃r(x1, . . . , xr) =
r

∑

n=0

f∗n(x1, . . . , xn)fn−r(xn+1, . . . , xr). (37)

The next step is to symmetrize, zr(x1, . . . , xr) = (r!)−1
∑

π∈Perm(r) z̃r(xπ(1), . . . , xπ(r)), which
also makes zr a real function, and to replace z̃r by zr. In fact, let 1 ≤ j < r, then we have to
show that z̃r is integrated w.r.t. a function which is symmetric in xj and xj+1. Given one term
in the combinatorial sum, suppose that j, j + 1 ∈ S. Then symmetry follows from summation
over Perm(s). Next suppose that either j or j + 1 is in a pairing and the other index is in S.
Then there exists another contribution to the combinatorial sum where j and j+1 are exchanged
showing symmetry for this case. Let finally j and j + 1 both be in a pairing. If the pairings are
different, the argument just given applies. If this is one and the same pairing, then symmetry
follows from the symmetry of D̃.

Taking into account that the sum over Perm(s) accounts for a factor s!, the sum over S
for a factor

( r
s

)

and the sum over pairings for a factor 2s−r(r − s)!/((r − s)/2)!, one obtains a
combinatorial factor cs,r by multiplication of these contributions. This finally leads to

exp⋆

(

W
′T −W T

)

s
(y1, . . . , ys) =

∞
∑

r=s
r−s even

cs,r

∫

M×r

(r−s)/2
∏

l=1

D̃(x2l−1, x2l) (38)

×
r

∏

l=r−s+1

D̃(xl, yl−r+s) zr(x1, . . . , xr) dgx1 · · · dgxr.

We want to solve this system of equations for the solution part of zr, i.e. for S⊗rzr. To
understand (38) better, we denote the s-point function of the functional on the left hand side
by a white circle with s legs and the function zr by a shaded circle with r amputated legs.
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c4,4 c4,6

c0,0 c0,2 c0,4 c0,6

c2,2 c2,4 c2,6

1   = =

=

=

+ + +

+ +

+

+   ...

+   ...

+   ...

...

...

Figure 10: The triangular system of equations for the functions S⊗rzr

The integrations w.r.t. the propagators D̃ then adds either free legs that carry two arrows with
opposite direction, cf. Figure 13 in Appendix A, or a line of that type that goes back into the
shaded circle. S⊗rzr thus corresponds to the shaded circle with r legs with double arrows of
opposite direction. One so obtains two decoupled systems, one for s even and one for s odd,
cf. Figure 7 for the even system, which makes the upper triangular structure visible. In the
following we focus on solving the even system, the odd system can be solved alike. In φp-theories
with p even, the odd system is identically zero on the left hand side and hence gives S⊗rzr = 0
for odd r. We note that the empty circles are solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation in each of
their legs. By the demand of continuity of the creation/annihilation operators in ψ and χ when

repeatedly applied to Ψ, we find by Riez’ lemma that the empty circle with s legs is in H⊗̂s.
Let {hj}j∈N be a ONS in H. Taking the scalar product with hj in the first two legs and then
summing over j on the right hand side induces an opposite double arrow line that goes back into
the shaded circle, since (D̃ ∗ f, D̃ ∗ h) = D̃(f, h) for f, h real. On the left hand side we denote
this contraction operation by a arrow-less line going back into the white circle.

The unique solution of the even system can thus be written down in graphical form as in
Figure 11. The solution exists by assumption of unitary equivalence, thus all infinite sums
involved in the inverse system converge, which follows from limn→∞Π(n)Ψ = Ψ in F where
Π(n) projects on states with at most n particles and the fact that for a state with at most n
particles we have a finite system of equations. The constants ds,r are defined as the entries of
the inverse of the upper triangular matrix C = (cs,r)s,r∈2N.

It remains to reconstruct the solution part of the functions fn, S⊗nfn, from the functions
S⊗rzr. These functions are solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation in each argument. Let us
first suppose that z0 = |f0|2 6= 0. As the state Ψ is only determined up to a phase, one may
assume f0 > 0. Then by (37)

S⊗r
+ zr(x1, . . . , xr) = f0S⊗r

+ fr(x1, . . . , xr) , for r ∈ N. (39)

If S⊗rzr = 0 for r < r0 and r0 is maximal, r0 must be even. It follows that S⊗nfn = 0 for
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d4,4 d4,6

d0,0 d0,2 d0,4 d0,6

d2,2 d2,4 d2,6

=

=

=

+ + +

+ +

+

+   ...

+   ...

+   ...

...

...

Figure 11: Solution to the triangular system

n < r0/2. There exist y1, . . . , yr0/2 ∈M such that S⊗
r0
2

− ⊗S⊗
r0
2

+ zr0(y1, . . . , yr0/2, y1, . . . , yr0/2) =

|S⊗
r0
2 fr0/2(y1, . . . , yr0/2)|2 > 0. We may fix the phase such that S⊗

r0
2 fr0/2(y1, . . . , yr0/2) > 0

and we obtain the solution part of fn, n ≥ r0/2, via

S⊗
r0
2

− ⊗ S⊗n
+ z r0

2
+n(y1, . . . , yr0/2, x1, . . . , xn) = S⊗

r0
2 fr0/2(y1, . . . , yr0/2)S⊗nfn(x1, . . . , xn). (40)

8 The three S-matrices

In this section we give a detailed account on the scattering behavior of quantum fields on curved
spacetimes. We do this under the assumption that there are preferred, quasifree ”in”- and ”out”-
representations of the CCR and that the preferred ”in”-representation is the one chosen for the
incoming field φin(x). These preferred representations can e.g. be found for manifolds that are
asymptotically static for the past and the future. In this case they can be determined via the
spectral condition. We furthermore restrict to the case where all these three representations are
unitarily equivalent, i.e. to physical situations where the average number of quantum particles
produced by gravitational forces is finite.

We then have three different CCR representations for the free field, namely the ”in”-Fock
representation with field operator φin(x), Fock vacuum Ω = Ωin and Fock space F in, the in
general non-quasifree ”out”-representation with field operator φout(x), GNS-vacuum Ψ0 (which
can be chosen to be Ω as we are in the Heisenberg picture) and GNS-representation Hilbert space
FGNS and the preferred ”out”-Fock representation with field operator ζout(x), Fock-vacuum Ωout

and Fock space Fout.

The complete scattering matrix S : F in → Fout can then be decomposed as follows

S = V UR F in R−→ FGNS
U−→ F in V−→ Fout (41)
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The first S-matrix R is the quantum scattering one and it is determined by

〈φin(f1) · · ·φin(fn)Ω, Rφin(h1) · · · φin(hj)Ω〉 = 〈Ω, φin(f̄n) · · · φin(f̄1)φ
out(h1) · · ·φout(hj)Ω〉,

(42)
where f1, . . . , fn, h1, . . . , hj ∈ D(M). The right hand side can be calculated using the Feynman
rules of Section 3.

In the next step we are free to make a choice: Using the results of Section 7, we can either
determine the matrices V U at once or just determine U . We choose the latter possibility since
firstly this makes clear the difference to the existing literature [1, 2, 3, 5] and secondly the inverse
system of equations in this case only contains finitely many equations and can be solved easily.
In fact, for the N -th order perturbation theory in λ in φp theory all empty circles with more
than Np legs on the right hand side of Figure 11 vanish.

The last S-matrix V can now be determined by the calculation of the vacuum associated
with a Bogoliubov transform, cf. Section 7. We go through this standard construction very
quickly, mainly in order to adapt it to our notation, and refer to [22] for the details: As unitary
equivalence implies that the scalar products on the entire solution space induced by the quasifree
preferred ”in”- and ”out”-representation are equivalent, we can consider the projection maps
K±in/out as maps on one Hilbert space H = H+

out ⊕H−out = H+
in ⊕H−in. With

A = K+
in|H+

out
: H+

out → H+
in Ā = K−in|H−

out
: H−out → H−in

B = K−in|H+
out

: H+
out → H−in B̄ = K+

in|H−
out

: H−out → H+
in

C = K+
out|H+

in
: H+

in → H+
out C̄ = K−out|H−

in
: H−in → H−out

E = K−out|H+
in

: H+
in → H−out Ē = K+

out|H−
in

: H−in → H+
out



















(43)

one obtains the defining relations for Bogoliubov transforms

A∗A−B∗B = 1 A∗B̄ −B∗Ā = 0 A∗ = C
C∗C − E∗E = 1 C∗Ē − E∗C̄ = 0 B̄∗ = −E

}

. (44)

Unitary equivalence on the level of creation and annihilation operators of the fields in the
preferred ”in”- and ”out”-representations is

V ain(χ)V ∗ = aout(C̄χ) − a†out(Ēχ), V a†in(ψ)V ∗ = a†out(Cψ) − aout(Eψ) , χ ∈ H−in, ψ ∈ H+
in.
(45)

We also recall that by the mapping χ 7→ (χ̄, .)H+
out

one can naturally identify H−out with the dual

of H+
out. Let now E = ĒC̄−1 : H−out → H+

out. Shales theorem implies that E∗E is trace-class.
Then H−out ⊗H−out ∋ χ⊗ψ 7→ (χ̄, Eψ)H+

out
defines a bi-continuous (here Shale’s condition enters),

linear map on H−out ⊗ H−out and thus, by Riez’ lemma, an element ε of (H+
out)
⊗2 which in fact

is in the symmetric tensor space (H+
out)
⊗̂2 as Ē∗ = E . One then obtains the following explicit

representation of the transformed vacuum

V Ω = c(1, 0,

√

1

2
ε, 0,

√

3 · 1
4 · 2ε

⊗̂2, 0, . . .), (46)

where c is a normalization constant such that V Ω has unit norm.
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A Combinatorial factors of self-gluing lines

In this appendix we examine the different classes of self-gluing lines occuring in second order
loop approximation graphs (see Figure 12 for examples).

The first class contains k-fold (k > 1) dependent self-gluing lines, i.e. in the process of
extending a Feynman graph, fixing the direction of the arrow on one of the lines by comparing
its pair of labels immediately fixes the direction of the arrows on the other k− 1 lines. In other
words, if we denote by q the number of steps after which the algorithm of fixing the arrow on
one of these lines terminates, then the pair of labels of all these k lines match in the first q slots.
k is chosen to be maximal, i.e. there is no other self-gluing line correlated to the k lines in the
described way.

The second class contains k-fold (k > 1) self-gluing lines that are equivalent in the sense
that they can be permuted without changing the reduced graph and independent in terms of a
correlation described in the previous class. k is again chosen to be maximal in an obvious way.

The third and last class contains single self-gluing lines, i.e. all self-gluing lines that are not
correlated or equivalent to any other self-gluing line.

x2x1 x2x1

x2x1 x2x1

x2x1 x2x1

i)

ii)

iii)
x2x1

x2x1

{

x2x1

x2x1

x2x1

{

x2x1

x2x1

{

Figure 12: i) An example of a group of two dependent self-gluing lines; ii) an example
of a group of two equivalent self-gluing lines, we had to draw a φ4 graph this time since
equivalent self-gluing lines do not occur in φ3-theory; iii) an example of a single self-gluing
line.

If a partitioned Feynman graph does not have any self-gluing lines, all possibilities to label
it yield the same extended graph and therefore can be subsumed into a single reduced graph.
If a partitioned Feynman graph contains one maximal group of k self-gluing lines (with k = 1
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for single lines), different possibilities to label the graph may yield different possibilities for the
directions of the arrows on the k lines, i.e. different extended Feynman graphs. If we let b be
the number of the latter possibilities, it is easy to see that a partitioned Feynman graph with
one maximal group of k self-gluing lines yields b reduced graphs with a combinatorial factor of
b−1 relative to the combinatorial factor of the reduced graph originating from a topologically
equivalent partitioned Feynman graph without self-gluing lines. It follows that each maximal
group of k self-gluing lines contributes a reducing combinatorial factor of b−1. It remains to fix
b in dependence of k and the class of the lines.

In general, b = 2 for self-gluing lines of the first and third class. If b = 1, there is only one
possibility for the direction of the arrows on the k lines, because all k pairs of vertices connected
by these lines can be permuted at once by an automorphism of the graph. In this case we
symmetrize the directions of the arrows which lets us treat these cases as if b = 2. If follows
that each group of self-gluing lines of the first and third class contributes a total factor of the
form

1

2





k
∏

j=1

D+(uj , vj) +

k
∏

j=1

D−(uj , vj)



 . (47)

We will draw single self-gluing lines as lines with two single open arrows showing in opposite
directions for convenience (see Figure 13).

D(x,y) = D+(x,y) + D
--
(y,x) ≅ x y

~

Figure 13: The propagator symbol for a single self-gluing line

Furthermore, b = k + 1 for self-gluing lines of the second class. Each group of self-gluing
lines of this class contributes a total factor of the form

1

k + 1

k
∑

i=0

k
∏

j=1

D sji(uj, vj) ; sji =

{

+ if j ≤ k − i,
− otherwise.

(48)

B l = 2 in detail

In this appendix it is convenient to simplify our reduced graphs. We draw only lines belonging
to paths and drop all vertices except the branching points of the loops. A line with a certain
arrow type in a simplified graph corresponds to the sum over all chains of a fixed number of
m + 1 (m ≥ 0) lines in the original reduced graph containing a line with the same arrow and
m additional Gr/a-lines. In case of a D±-, D- and D̃-line, the double arrows of the additional
Gr/a-lines point away from that line, in case of Gr/a-line the double arrows of of the additional
Gr/a-lines point into the same direction as the double arrow on that line. We draw simplified
Gr/a-lines without any arrows or drop them if they are not important. Self-gluing lines are
drawn as crossed lines if their class is unclear. To avoid confusion with normal graphs, we will
draw all simplified graphs with bold lines.
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Disjoint loops As in the case l = 1 we have graphs with one and two gluing lines. The
graphs with one gluing line (1GL) again add up to graphs with a D-line instead of the gluing
line. Obviously there are four different paths in this case. Following the procedure used for
l = 1 we establish Gr/a-chains on each of these paths by adding and subtracting graphs with
a self-gluing line and a Gr/a-line on one loop and a D-line and a self-gluing line on the other
loop. Again it remains to show that the 2GL graphs and the subtracted graphs with a D-line
cancel. To do so, we fix one of the loops to contain an upper/lower Gr/a-line and a lower/upper
self-gluing line. Then the remaining graphs with that loop containing these lines add up to
zero as in the case l = 1. One such cancellation is depicted in Figure 14. The other three are
obtained by flipping each graph in Figure 14 horizontally and/or vertically without changing
the direction of the arrows. If one loop consists of a double line, i.e. m = 0 for both lines of
that loop, one symmetrises as in the case l = 1 and then proceeds as described above.

- =   0- i
2
--- i

2
--

Figure 14: One cancellation in the calculation of disjoint loops

Nested loops In general, we have 1GL, 2GL and 3GL graphs. The possible positions of
self-gluing lines in 1GL graphs are depicted in Figure 15. The self-gluing lines in the last graph
of Figure 15 are dependent self-gluing lines while the self-gluing lines in the other graphs are
single self-gluing lines.

Figure 15: The possible positions of self-gluing lines in 1GL graphs with two nested loops

For all possible positions of self-gluing lines in the 1GL graphs we add and subtract graphs
with appropriateD-lines on the path not containing any self-gluing lines to establish a Gr/a-chain
on this path.

The possible 2GL graphs are depicted in Figure 16. Each of the four pairs cancels with the

--

Figure 16: The possible 2GL graphs with two nested loops

two subtracted graphs that have a D-line and a single self-gluing line at the position of its two
gluing lines analogously to the case l = 1, see Figure 16 for an example.

- i
2
-- =   0- i

2
---
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Figure 16: One cancelation of 2GL graphs in the calculation of nested loops

The pair of 3GL graphs cancels with the remaining subtracted graphs as depicted in Figure
17.

- i
2
-- =   0- - i

2
-- - i

4
-- - i

4
--

Figure 17: The cancelation of the 3GL graphs in the calculation of nested loops

If the inner loop consists of a double line, we symmetrise as in the previous cases. If both
dashed lines are absent and all three other lines are lines with m = 0, i.e. we have a triple
line connecting the same pair of vertices, we need to calculate separately. In this case, the 1GL
graphs contain two equivalent self-gluing lines. We add and subtract the appropriate graphs
to establish a Gr/a-chain together with the 1GL graphs. The 3GL graphs then cancel with the
subtracted graphs, cf. Figure 18.

- =   0- i - i - i

Figure 18: The cancelation of the 3GL graphs in the calculation of triple-line loops

The graphs are in Figure 18 are summed up without a relative combinatorial factor since the 3GL
graphs have a reducing factor of 3!−1 and the 1GL a factor of 3−1 from the class of self-gluing
lines and a factor of 2−1 because the two self-gluing lines connect the same pair of vertices.

Kite graphs We start as in the case of nested loops. We first note that we have 1GL, 2GL
and 3GL graphs and consider all possible positions of self-gluing lines in 1GL graphs, cf. Figure
19.

Figure 19: The possible positions of self-gluing lines in 1GL kite graphs

The first four graphs in Figure 19 contain single self-gluing lines. The last four graphs contain
dependent or single self-gluing lines depending on the position of the gluing line relative to the
two loops, cf. Figure 20 for an example.

1
4
--1

2
--1

2
-- +

Figure 20: An example for the dependence of the class of self-gluing lines on the relative
position of the gluing line in 1GL kite graphs
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To establish Gr/a-lines on the paths not containing any self-gluing lines it is thus not sufficient
to add and subtract graphs with D-lines, but also necessary to add and subtract 1GL graphs
with single self-gluing lines to ”replace” the graphs with dependent self-gluing lines.

The 1GL graphs with dependent self-gluing lines add up with the subtracted 1GL graphs
with single self-gluing lines to graphs with D-lines on the position of the self-gluing lines, an
example is depicted in Figure 21.

i
4
--i

2
--i

2
-- + -- =

i
3

4
--

Figure 21: An example for the sum of 1GL kite graphs with dependent self-gluing lines and
subtracted 1GL kite graphs with single self-gluing lines

For all four graphs similar to the one on the right hand side of Figure 21 we resolve the D-line
outside the loop into Gr/a-lines. We can resolve a simplified D-line into Gr/a-lines analogously
as in original reduced graphs through ”telescope cancelations”. We observe that one half of
the graphs we get in this way contain a Gr/a-chain that is known to vanish. We resolve the
remaining D-line of the other half of the graphs into Gr/a-lines and subsume them to yield the
graphs depicted in Figure 22.

i
3

4
-- -- -- +

Figure 22: The remaining contribution of 1GL graphs in the calculation of kite graphs

Figure 23 shows the possible 2GL graphs.

--

Figure 23: The possible 2GL kite graphs

As in the nested loop case they cancel with the subtracted graphs with a D-line and a single
self-gluing line at the position of their gluing lines.

The 3GL graphs add up with the remaining subtracted graphs to graphs with D-lines at
the position of the three gluing lines. After resolving two of these D-lines into Gr/a-lines and
subsuming all graphs we are left with the graphs shown in Figure 24.
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--

i
4
----

=
i
3

4
--

-- i
3

4
--=

i
3

4
--

Figure 24:The contribution of 3GL kite graphs and subtracted graphs with D-lines that do not
cancel with 2GL graphs

Four of the graphs in the last row of Figure 24 cancel with the four graphs in Figure 22. The
remaining two graphs contain closed Gr/a-chains. From the discussion of Gr/a-chains in Section
5 we know that the closed chains are only non-vanishing if the variables at all their vertices
match. But in this case Gr = Ga for all lines contained in the two loops and therefore the
analytical expression of the D-line vanishes.

C ⋆ -calculus

In this appendix we present some useful applications of ⋆-calculus, that goes back to Borchers
[6] and Ruelle [19], for a more recent work putting ⋆-calculus for quantum fields in the context
of Hopf algebras see e.g. Maeste and Oeckl [16].

Let D be the Borcher’s algebra with multiplication ⊗ and unit 1 = (1, 0, . . .), i.e. the non-
commutative, unital, involutive, topological, free tensor algebra over the space of complex valued
test functions D(M), (M,g) being the manifold under consideration. If f ∈ D is a monomial,
f = (0, . . . , 0, fn, 0, . . .) then we identify f with fn ∈ D(M×n). We also note that the involution

∗ acts via f∗n(x1, . . . , xn) = fn(xn, . . . , x1). For fj ∈ D(M) and N ⊂ N finite, we define ⊗j∈Nfj

(⊗∅fj = 1) where the tensor product preserves the natural order of N . A co-commutative
co-product ∆ : D → D ⊗D is defined by

∆(⊗n∈Nfn) =
∑

S⊆N

(⊗n∈Sfn) ⊗
(

⊗n∈N\Sfn

)

(49)

and linear, continuous extension. Note that in (49) the tensor products in the parantheses are
multiplication in D, whereas the tensor product between the paratheses is the one in D ⊗ D.
Furthermore, the projection ε((f0, f1, . . .)) = f0 defines a co-unit.

Let D′ = {(W0,W1, . . .) : W0 ∈ C,Wn ∈ D′(M×n), n ≥ 1} be the topological dual of D, i.e.
the space of Wightman functionals. In many applications, a Wightman functional will be given

by the sequence of n-point (truncated) VEVs, i.e. W
(T )
n (x1, . . . , xn) = 〈Ω, ϕ(x1) · · ·ϕ(xn)Ω〉(T )
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for some operator valued distribution ϕ. The co-product on D naturally leads to a product, ⋆,
making D′ a commutative algebra with unit 1 = ε, W ⋆ V = (W ⊗ V ) ◦ ∆.

From (49) we get

(W ⋆ V )|N |(⊗n∈Nfn) =
∑

S⊆N

W|S|(⊗n∈Sfn)V|N |−|S|(⊗n∈N\Sfn) (50)

which shows the coincidence with Borchers’ s-product.
It is easy to see that (W ⋆n)m = 0 for n > m and W ∈ D′1 = {V ∈ D′ : V0 = 0}. Hence,

arbitrary ⋆-power series converge on D′1. In particular, ⋆-exponential exp⋆ : D′1 → 1 + D′1 and
⋆-logarithm log⋆ : 1+D′1 → D′1 are well defined through their power series exp(t) =

∑∞
n=0 t

n/n!
and log(t) = −∑∞

n=1(1 − t)n/n. Furthermore, the ⋆-exp and log functions are inverses of each
other and the usual relations hold, i.e. exp⋆(W + V ) = exp⋆W ⋆ exp⋆ V , exp⋆(0) = 1 and
log⋆(W ⋆ V ) = log⋆W + log⋆ V . For log⋆W we also use the notation W T . In fact, for W the
collection of Wightman functions, W T

n is the truncated n-point function defined in equation (9)
above, cf. [6].

Let f ∈ D(M), and
→
m (f),

←
m (f) : D → D be the left and right multiplication with f in

D. We then define left and right derivatives
→
Df and

←
Df on D′ via

→
Df W = W◦ →m (f) and

←
Df W = W◦ ←m (f). In fact, it is easily verified that

↔
Df (W ⋆ V ) = (

↔
Df W ) ⋆ V +W ⋆ (

↔
Df V ) (51)

where
↔
Df stands either for

→
Df or for

←
Df . This implies for a formal power series h(t) that

↔
Df

h⋆(W ) = h′⋆(W )⋆
↔
Df W . For notational convenience we sometimes write

↔
Df=

∫

M f(x)
↔
Dx dgx

Higher order derivative operators
↔
Df W = W◦ ↔m (f), f ∈ D, can also be written as

↔
Df=

∑∞
n=0

↔
Dfn , and for fn symmetric under permutation of arguments

↔
Dfn=

∫

M×n

f(x1, . . . xn)
↔
Dx1 · · ·

↔
Dxn dgx1 · · · dgxn. (52)

By induction it is easy to see that for fn and fj symmetric the following chain rule holds

→
Dfn

←
Dfj

h⋆(W ) =

n+j
∑

k=1

h
(k)
⋆ (W ) ⋆

∫

M×(n+j)

∑

I∈P({1,...,n+j}
I={I1,...,Ik}

⋆ k
l=1

↔
DIl

W

× fn(x1, . . . , xn)fj(xn+1, . . . , xn+j) dgx1 · · · dgxn+j , (53)

where P(N) is the set of partitions of N and
↔
DIl

=
→
Dxj1

· · ·
→
Dxjq

←
Dxs1

· · ·
←
Dxsr

for Il =
{j1, . . . , jq, s1, . . . , sr}, 1 ≤ j1 < j2 < . . . < jq ≤ n < s1 < s2 < . . . < sr ≤ n+ j.

For h(t) = exp(t), WT ∈ D′1 and W = exp⋆(W
T ) we finally obtain

→
Dfn

←
Dfj

W = W ⋆

∫

M×(n+j)

∑

I∈P({1,...,n+j}
I={I1,...,Ik},k≥1

⋆ k
l=1

↔
DIl

W T

× fn(x1, . . . , xn)fj(xn+1, . . . , xn+j) dgx1 · · · dgxn+j. (54)
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